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Chapter 1

Coordinating Swarms of Microscopic Agents to
Assemble Complex Structures

Bruce J. MacLennan1

This chapter addresses the problem of coordinating very large swarms of micro-
scopic agents to assemble complex, hierarchically structured physical systems. The
agents might be microscopic robots or genetically engineered microorganisms. The
approach we use is a form of artificial morphogenesis, which studies the self-organized
morphogenetic processes in the developing embryo, by which billions of cells coop-
erate to create physical form, and abstracts these processes to control microscopic
agents to assemble desired physical structures. We use an approach based on the de-
scription of morphogenetic processes by partial differential equations, which ensures
that our morphogenetic algorithms will scale up to arbitrarily large swarms (millions
or more). We present several simulation experiments demonstrating the coordination
of massive swarms to construct complex objects.

1.1 The challenge

1.1.1 Assembling complex hierarchical structures
We have limited means for structuring systems at the mircoscopic level. For ex-
ample, we use photolithography for creating VLSI circuitry, but this is limited to
two dimensions. (Three-dimensional VLSI is limited to stacking a few layers, and
does not achieve the same fineness of structure in the third dimension.) To some
extent, we can design materials that self-assemble from the nanoscale up to the
macroscale, but such techniques are limited to regular patterns analogous to crys-
tals. Such techniques are inadequate for future technological opportunities, which
will require macroscopic systems with complex structures at many hierarchical lev-
els down to a microscopic scale.

For example, consider the challenge of designing a robot with physical compe-
tence and intelligence comparable to a mammal. It will need an artificial nervous
system, perhaps implemented with many dense neural networks intricately intercon-
nected as they are in animals’ nervous systems. How can we assemble artificial
neural networks comprising millions or perhaps billions of artificial neurons with
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specific patterns of interconnection and many thousands of connections each, as we
find in mammalian brains? Our robot may require complex sense organs, for ex-
ample, artificial eyes with millions of receptors. Competent physical action may
require force, torque, and pressure sensors distributed throughout the robot’s body
and its artificial muscles. More broadly, we may need to organize many millions
or even billions of microscopic components in very specific configurations in order
to assemble a macroscopic object. Our solution is to employ massive swarms of
microscopic agents to accomplish this task.

1.1.2 Artificial morphogenesis approach
One might reasonably wonder if this goal is achievable, that is, if it is possible to
coordinate massive swarms of agents to assemble complex hierarchical structures.
Fortunately, we have an existence proof, for in the course of embryological develop-
ment a very large number of cells–with limited intelligence–self-organize to create
an incredibly complex living body. In particular, through self-organized morphogen-
esis cells create physical forms and shapes by moving, dividing, pushing, and pulling
on one another and on the substrates they have created. Therefore embryological
morphogenesis provides a model for artificial morphogenesis as an approach for
coordinating microscopic agents to assemble complex physical structures. It is a
step towards programmable matter, that is, towards complex systems whose physi-
cal properties are systematically controllable (programmable) [1].

Other research projects have been inspired by embryological morphogenesis as a
basis for self-assembly. For example, there are active research programs in morpho-
genetic engineering, which are inspired more or less closely by natural morphogen-
esis [2]. Other work inspired by embryological morphogenesis includes References
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Fortunately, a small number of morphogenetic processes (about 20)
seems to be adequate to account for embryological development [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In our approach to artificial morphogenesis, we follow embryological morphogene-
sis quite closely, because we know it works for microscopic agents and scales up to
very large numbers (up to 1012). The consequences of this strategy are discussed in
the following sections.

1.1.3 Distinctive properties of microscopic agents
Our goal is to control swarms of microscopic agents to assemble complex hierar-
chical structures, and so we must be cognizant of the nature of these agents. The
two most likely kinds of agents are microrobots (by which we mean robots less
than a millimeter in size) and genetically engineered microorganisms (10 to 500
microns). Such small agents will be subject to many unavoidable perturbations, in-
cluding Brownian motion, contamination, and irregularities in the medium through
which or on which they move. We cannot treat such disturbances as afterthoughts,
but must consider them from the beginning. Therefore, we are operating in a stochas-
tic context.

Because our agents are very small, they will have limited capabilities. We cannot
assume they have much power, either for movement or for communication. We
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cannot have complex moving parts (although it is reasonable to assume effectors
such as cilia, flagella and simple actuators for controlling adhesion and connection).
Microscopic agents might not have precise control over their position or velocity.
We cannot assume that the agents can be guided by complex programs, and therefore
analog control is more appropriate since it is simpler to implement [14]. We have
discussed reasonable assumptions about microscopic assemblers in more detail in
References [1, 15].

As mentioned, our intended agents may be manufactured or living, but there are
differences. Advantages of using living agents include the facts that they are capable
of self-reproduction, have efficient metabolic systems for powering their behavior,
and are capable of chemical signaling. On the other hand, we have more control over
the design of manufactured agents (but progress in synthetic biology is shifting this
tradeoff). Hybrid agents, which incorporate living cells in a manufactured vehicle,
are also possible.

Embryological morphogenesis is coordinated by living cells, but also involves
nonliving substances as substrates, structures, and communication media. Likewise,
artificial morphogenesis makes use of microscopic passive components as well as
assembler agents (which are considered active components). Passive components
are especially needed when the agents are manufactured and therefore incapable of
reproduction, for then growth takes place by assembling passive components (pro-
vided from an external source) rather than by the reproduction of the agents them-
selves. Passive components also include things such as signaling molecules (called
morphogens), which are used for coordinating assembly rather than being part of the
final assembled structure.

1.1.4 Scalability
A fundamental goal of our approach to artificial morphogenesis is scalability: we are
seeking algorithms that will scale to very large numbers of microscopic assemblers
(millions or even billions). Therefore we limit our attention to processes that can be
demonstrated to work for sufficiently large swarms of agents. Whether the process
works for modest numbers of agents (say, hundreds to tens of thousands) is not
especially important for our purposes.

A further goal of our approach in an independence of scales, by which we mean
that the size of structures assembled by the agents should be independent of the
size of the components (so long as the components are small enough compared to
those structures). For example, our morphogenetic processes should be capable of
generating structures with features of desired dimensions independent of the size of
the components. This permits different components (e.g., newer smaller assemblers)
to implement the same process, much as a conventional computer algorithm can be
executed on various hardware platforms.
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1.2 Massive swarms

In this section we explain the approach we use for describing and controlling massive
swarms of microscopic assemblers. In brief, we treat them from the perspective of
continuum mechanics, that, as an infinite number of infinitesimal components.

1.2.1 Continuum mechanics approach
There are several reasons continuum mechanics is an appropriate theoretical frame-
work for artificial morphogenesis. First, it is worth noting that developmental biol-
ogists often use partial differential equations (PDEs) for describing morphogenetic
processes; PDEs abstract away from discrete cells, treating tissues and fluids as con-
tinuous materials [16, 17]. Second, biologists have identified the regime of soft mat-
ter or viscoelastic materials as especially relevant to embryological development
[10, 18, 19]. Tissues stretch, bend, and flow viscously in development, and con-
tinuum mechanics is the appropriate tool for describing the processes. Third, con-
tinuum mechanics provides important mathematical concepts and tools for treating
the behavior of substances comprising vast numbers of microscopic particles. It de-
scribes substances such as solids, liquids, and gasses–including soft matter–that are
phenomenologically continuous but composed of discrete molecules or atoms.

1.2.2 Mathematical framework
1.2.2.1 Intensive quantities
We begin by defining some fundamental quantities for any artificial morphogenetic
system. Suppose we have ke species of elementary or ‘atomic’ components, which
might be active or passive. These elementary components can join together into
various small complexes or ‘molecules’, and we let k be the total number of possible
species, both elementary and complex. Let ni be the number of instances of species
i in the system, and let ns = ∑

k
i=1 ni be the total number of components (elementary

and complex) in the system. We define Xi = ni/ns to be the number fraction or
relative concentration of species i in the system.

If µi is the mass of elementary component i, then we can compute the mass of
each complex µ j for each complex species j. For example, suppose species 3 is a
complex of elementary species 1 and 2; perhaps species 1 is a transporter agent and
species 2 is a passive component being transported. Then µ3 = µ1 + µ2. The total
mass of species i in the system is mi = niµi, and the mass fraction of species i is
Yi = mi/m, where m = ∑

k
i=1 mi is the total mass of components in the system.

In order to describe morphogenetic algorithms independently of the size of the
components, it is preferable to express them in terms of intensive quantities that are
independent of volume, such as mass density and number density. Therefore, let ni
be the number of instances of species i in a volume V . We define the concentration
(partial number density) of this species as ξi = ni/V . The partial (mass) density is
ρi = mi/V .
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1.2.2.2 Balance equations
Movement and interaction of the components obey a number of balance equations.
Consider an arbitrary but fixed control volume V . Let QQQ(t) be the total of some
scalar or vector quantity in V at time t, and let qqq(xxx, t) be the density of that quantity
at location xxx ∈V . Therefore, QQQ(t) =

∫
V qqq(xxx, t)dV . For example, qqq(xxx, t) might be the

number density or flux of some component species at xxx.
The quantity QQQ may be changing as a consequence of various factors. First,

there may be a flux of QQQ across the surface A of volume V ; let φφφ qqq(xxx, t) be the flux at
surface location xxx ∈ A. If nnn is an outward-pointing normal to the surface at xxx, then
the quantity leaving the volume at that point is φφφ qqq · nnn, and the total outflow due to
flux across the boundary is

∫
A φφφ qqq ·nnndA.

There may also be local sources (and sinks) for QQQ within the volume; for exam-
ple the number of free elementary components may decrease or increase by being
incorporated into complex components or released from them, respectively. Like-
wise, the number of complex components can increase when they assemble from
elementary components, or decrease when they disassemble. Living components
may die or reproduce, thereby changing their number. Therefore, let σσσqqq(xxx, t) be the
amount of QQQ being produced (or consumed, if negative) at location xxx. These internal
sources and sinks contribute

∫
V σσσqqqdV to QQQ(t). Combining the changes in the interior

and across the boundary,

∂QQQ
∂ t

=−
∫

A
φφφ qqq ·nnndA+

∫
V

σσσqqqdV

Since QQQ =
∫

V qqqdV , the rate of change of QQQ is

∂QQQ
∂ t

=
∫

V

∂qqq
∂ t

dV =−
∫

A
φφφ qqq ·nnndA+

∫
V

σσσqqqdV

By Gauss’s law,
∫

A φφφ qqq ·nnndA =
∫

V ∇ ·φφφ qqqdV ; hence we have a balance equation:∫
V

∂qqq
∂ t

dV =−
∫

V
∇ ·φφφ qqqdV +

∫
V

σσσqqqdV

Since the control volume was arbitrary, the balance is independent of it:

∂qqq
∂ t

=−∇ ·φφφ qqq +σσσqqq

This accounts for the local change in a quantity due to both production/consumption
and motion.

It will be helpful to consider further the sources and sinks of components. In
the case of living components, sources include locations where the components are
reproducing, and there are sinks wherever they are dying. In the case of nonliving
components, sources may include locations where components of various species are
supplied from outside the system. Similarly, sinks may be locations from which un-
used or waste components are removed from the system so that they can be recycled
or otherwise disposed.

Less obvious sources and sinks are locations where components change their
species. For example, a component may change from one species to another by
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altering its characteristics or behavior in significant ways; this is analogous to cell
differentiation in biological morphogenesis. In this case, the source for a species i is
the sink for a species j: σi(xxx, t) = −σ j(xxx, t). The conversion is often controlled by
some components, either those converting or some third species. Therefore, the rate
of conversion νi j(xxx, t) = σi(xxx, t) often depends on other quantities, for example, the
number density of the species that is changing: νi j ∝ ξ j.

Another common case is when species are combining, such as when an agent
attaches a passive component, or when they are separating, as when an agent releases
its cargo. We can think of these as reactions, with reaction rates that depend on the
concentration of the reacting components, but perhaps on other factors as well (since
we are dealing with active agents). For example, suppose that species 1 (unladen
agent) combines with species 2 (cargo) to produce species 3 (laden agent). This
reaction is characterized by σ3 = −σ1 = −σ2. For this process to occur, there have
to be both unladen agents and cargo available, and the rate of production of species
3 depends on the number densities of species 1 and 2: σ3 ∝ ξ1ξ2. The constant of
proportionality might depend on the species 1 agents; for example, they might do
quorum sensing and begin forming species 3 complexes only if their number density
is above a threshold.

1.2.2.3 Lagrangian reference frame
As in continuum mechanics, it is often convenient to express artificial morphogenesis
in a Lagrangian reference frame. That is, rather than adopting a fixed (Eulerian) spa-
tial reference frame, through which material particles flow, we take the perspective
of the material particles flowing through space. A Lagrangian reference frame, then,
is a more agent-oriented perspective, and more directly corresponds to the control
programs of the agents.

The Lagrangian approach describes continuous bodies (tissues, masses, fluids,
etc.) that change their configuration (shape, position, volume, etc.) through time.
Bodies are composed of material points or particles, which are infinitesimal ele-
ments or parcels of these continua. In artificial morphogenesis, particles do not cor-
respond to individual components, but to small volumes (parcels) containing mul-
tiple components. This may seem counter-intuitive, but it is exactly parallel with
the interpretation in continuum mechanics. For example, the material points (parti-
cles) in a solid or fluid do not represent individual atoms or molecules, but idealized
infinitesimal volumes or parcels containing many atoms or molecules of the material.

The continuum theory regards matter as indefinitely divisible. Thus, within
the theory, one accepts the idea of an infinitesimal volume of materials
referred to as a particle in the continuum, and in every neighborhood of a
particle there are always materials present. [20, p. 1]

Likewise, in artificial morphogenesis, the particles represent tiny parcels with spe-
cific densities of components.

We think of each material point or particle as having a label or identifier P by
which we can track it (mathematically) as it moves through space (conventionally,
the initial position of the point in space is used as its label). A body B is a continuum
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of particles, P ∈B. At any given time t, each particle has a position ppp =Ct(P), and
therefore Ct : B→ R3 describes the configuration of the body at that time. Particles
can have other properties, such as density, concentration, velocity and acceleration,
which are bound to the particles as they move in space.

Mathematically a variable or property Q can be considered either a function of
spatial location q(ppp) (thus, in a spatial or Eulerian reference frame), or a function
of a particle Q(P) as it moves through space (that is, in a material or Lagrangian
reference frame). The time derivative of such a quantity may be measured while
holding location constant (a spatial derivative) ∂q/∂ t, or while holding the particle
constant (a substantial or material derivative), DQ/Dt. The substantial derivative is
related to the spatial derivative as follows. Since ppp=Ct(P), in Cartesian coordinates,

DQ(P, t)
Dt

=
∂q(ppp, t)

∂ t

∣∣∣∣
P fixed

=
∂q
∂x

∂x
∂ t

+
∂q
∂y

∂y
∂ t

+
∂q
∂ z

∂ z
∂ t

+
∂q
∂ t

∣∣∣∣
ppp fixed

=
∂q
∂ t

+ vvv ·∇q

Here, vvv is the velocity of the material point or particle P. In words, the Lagrangian
(substantial) rate of change is the Eulerian (spatial) rate of change plus the convective
rate of change. (Although we have shown this for a Cartesian coordinate system, it
is valid for any coordinate system.)

The substantial acceleration of a particle, which is its acceleration as a result
of its interactions with other particles and its own motive forces, is the substan-
tial derivative of its velocity, AAA = Dvvv/Dt. It can be determined by writing the ve-
locity in Cartesian coordinates, vvv = v1eee1 + v2eee2 + v3eee3. The substantial derivative
of each of these components is Dv j/Dt = ∂v j/∂ t + vvv ·∇v j. Since this applies for
each component of the velocity vectors, we can write AAA = ∂vvv/∂ t + vvv ·∇∇∇vvv. Techni-
cally, ∇∇∇vvv is a second-order tensor; in Cartesian coordinates, (∇∇∇vvv) jk = ∂v j/∂xk, so
AAA = ∂vvv/∂ t+vvvT∇∇∇vvv. Hence, AAA = aaa+vvvT∇∇∇vvv; that is, the Lagrangian acceleration is the
Eulerian acceleration plus the convective acceleration.

In the context of continuum mechanics, a particle represents a small amount of
material, an infinitesimal parcel of the substance (active and passive components, in
our case). As a continuous body deforms through time and space, the volume of
these parcels can change, but a particle’s mass—the amount of material—cannot. If
ρ is the density of a particle and dV is its volume, then its constant mass is expressed
by D(ρdV )/Dt = 0. Therefore,

ρ
D(dV )

Dt
+dV

Dρ

Dt
= 0

and hence

ρ

dV
D(dV )

Dt
+

Dρ

Dt
= 0
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Observe that (1/dV )D(dV )/Dt is the rate of change of the volume relative to the
volume; it can be shown that this equals the divergence of the velocity:

1
dV

D(dV )

Dt
= ∇ · vvv

Therefore, we have the equation of continuity (conservation of mass):

ρ∇ · vvv+ Dρ

Dt
= 0

In the case of an incompressible material, Dρ/Dt = 0, and therefore also ∇ · vvv = 0.

1.2.3 Global-to-local compilation
A central problem in swarm intelligence is global-to-local compilation, that is, given
desired swarm behavior, how do we derive from it control programs for the individ-
ual agents that will produce the desired behavior? Our approach to this problem
proceeds in several stages. Often we can define PDEs in an Eulerian reference frame
that will result in the desired three-dimensional structures. In particular, they may
be inspired by biological morphogenesis. To achieve a more agent-oriented per-
spective, the equations for agent swarms can be transformed to a Lagrangian frame,
which takes the perspective of particles moving through space and interacting with
their neighbors. The terms in these equations may be divided into those that depend
on the physical characteristics of the agents (their hardware) and those that depend
on their control processes (their software), a distinction discussed in section 1.3.3.
As PDEs, these control processes are expressed in terms of infinitesimal particles
that nevertheless represent multiple agents (this is the mathematical fiction of con-
tinuum mechanics, as discussed in section 1.2.2.3). These control relationships need
to be adjusted to apply to single agents of finite size.

Some aspects of this issue are addressed in the context of the examples in sec-
tion 1.4, but a systematic solution is the subject of ongoing research. For example
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-free particle simulation method
for continuous materials [21, 22]; it has been applied to coordinating modest-sized
robot swarms [23, 24, 25, 26]. SPH and similar mesh-free particle methods are a
promising approach to deriving single agent behavior from continuum-mechanics
descriptions of swarm behavior.

1.3 Morphogenetic programming notation

Fundamentally, our approach to controlling agent swarms to accomplish artificial
morphogenesis is based on using PDEs to describe the behavior of the agents. There-
fore, our programming language is based on ordinary mathematical notation, but we
have made a few extensions and have formalized the notation in some ways to make
it more convenient for artificial morphogenesis.
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1.3.1 Change equations
Partial differential equations are the primary constructs for describing the behavior
of substances and agent swarms in our approach to artificial morphogenesis. How-
ever, especially for simulation purposes, we want to allow discrete-time as well as
continuous-time descriptions of these processes. Therefore we use change equations,
which can be interpreted ambiguously as either differential equations or as finite dif-
ference equations. The change equation –DX = F(X ,Y,Z, . . .), which we read, ‘the
change in X is F(X ,Y,Z, . . .)’, can be interpreted either as the differential equation
DX/Dt = F(X ,Y,Z, . . .) or as the finite difference equation ∆X/∆t = F(X ,Y,Z, . . .),
in which the time increment ∆t is an implicit symbolic quantity. The rules of deriva-
tion for change equations respect both the continuous-time and discrete-time inter-
pretations. Within change equations we can use any of the ordinary mathematical
operators, including vector operations such as ‘∇’ and ‘∇·’.

Change equations with several terms can be broken up into an extended equa-
tion. For example, an equation

–DX = F(X ,Y,Z)+G(X ,Y,Z)−H(X ,Y,Z)

can be broken into a main equation and several extensions, such as this:

–DX = F(X ,Y,Z)
–DX += G(X ,Y,Z)
–DX −= H(X ,Y,Z)

This allows a very long equation to be broken across several lines, improving read-
ability. The extensions, however, do not need to follow the main equation, but can be
located elsewhere. This permits the various contributions to a variable to be defined
in more appropriate places (e.g., with related equations for other variables). For ex-
ample, the invariable physical properties of components can be separated from their
controllable behavior (see section 1.3.3).

In the control of agents, it is often useful to have them behave differently de-
pending on whether some quantity is above or below some threshold. Therefore
we have a conditional notation to handle these situations; it is defined in terms of the
Heaviside or unit step function u(x), which is 1 for x > 0 and 0 for x < 0. Since phys-
ical realizations are continuous or stochastic, we adopt the convention u(0) = 1/2.
Conditional factors (which have the value 1 if true and 0 if false) are written as
bracketed Boolean expressions defined as follows:

[x > θ ] = u(x−θ)

[x < φ ] = u(φ − x)

[θ < x < φ ] = u(x−θ)u(φ − x)

[x > θ ∧ y > φ ] = u(x−θ)u(y−φ)

and so forth. They are analogous to epigenetic switches that enable or disable par-
ticular regulatory programs in cells.

As explained previously, in the microscopic realm random effects must be ex-
pected. These are treated as random processes driven by the Wiener derivative –DWn,
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which is an n-dimensional normally distributed random vector with zero mean and
unit variance. The resulting stochastic differential equations are understood in accord
with the Itō calculus, which is required for consistent continuous-time and discrete-
time interpretations [11, 27, 28].

1.3.2 Substance definitions
Our approach to artificial morphogenesis uses continuum mechanics to describe mas-
sive collections of animate and inanimate microscopic objects as continuous sub-
stances. These substances are classified according to their common properties and
behaviors as defined by partial differential equations. As a matter of programming
syntax, classes of similarly behaving components are described by substance def-
initions, which are analogous to class definitions in object-oriented programming
languages. The basic syntax of a substance definition is as follows:

substance name:
variable definitions

behavior:

equations

The variables are scalar and vector properties of the substance, and in particular
are properties of any physical body composed of the substance. The behavioral
equations are typically change equations defining relations among the properties of
the substance and properties of other substances with which it may interact.

Variable declarations can take several forms. The simplest is a scalar field de-
fined across any three-dimensional volume of the substance; it is understood as a
substantial or material variable bound to each particle of the substance (i.e., in a
Lagrangian frame). A common example is the mass density:

scalar field ρ ‖ mass density

(Comments follow the ‘‖’ symbol.) Vector and tensor fields are defined similarly:

vector field jjj ‖ flux
order-2 field DDD ‖ diffusion tensor

Vector fields are assumed to be three-dimensional. Multiple variables of the same
type (e.g., scalar field, vector field) can be declared together, for example:

scalar fields:
ρ ‖ mass density
ξ ‖ concentration

Behavior is defined by equations (often change equations) defined over the variables
of the substance and other substances. For example:
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behavior:

jjj = µµµξ −∇ · (DDDξ ) ‖ flux from drift and diffusion
–Dξ = −∇ · jjj ‖ change in concentration

Every substance has two automatically-defined variables that are vector fields
(i.e., defined for every particle of a body composed of the substance). The variable
ppp is automatically bound to the position (in a global Eulerian reference frame) of the
material point at any time. Specifically, if P ∈B is any material point in the body,
then its position variable is defined ppp = Ct(P), where Ct is the configuration of the
body at that time. In addition, each material point has a velocity, which is the value of
a predefined vector, vvv = –Dppp. The velocity of a point is determined by defining either
vvv or –Dppp in the behavior equations. Specifying vvv = 0 in a substance definition makes
any body composed of that substance rigid and immobile, and it thus functions as a
spatially fixed (Eulerian) frame.

Similarly to classes in object-oriented languages, substances can be subclasses
of other substances. Subclass substances inherit all the properties and behaviors
of their parent substances, but may define additional variables and behaviors. For
example, the parent might define a general diffusible substance, and its children
could further specify the particular properties of particular diffusible substances. The
syntax for defining a substance as a subclass of another substance is:

substance morphogen is diffusible substance with:
additional variable definitions

behavior:

additional equations

Some properties might not have behavioral definitions in the parent substance
because they are intended to be provided in the child substances (they are virtual
properties in the terminology of object-oriented programming).

1.3.3 Physical vs. controllable substances
Artificial morphogenesis deals with both active and passive components. Passive
components have properties that depend on their material, size, mass, etc. and that
are constant for their substance. Active components (agents) have these fixed prop-
erties, but they also have additional, programmable behaviors, which we control in
order to have swarms behave as intended. In the case of microrobots, these behaviors
are implemented by internal control systems; in the case of genetically engineered
cells, they are implemented through genetic regulatory networks [14]. Therefore, in
programming an artificial morphogenesis system we distinguish between physical
substances and controllable substances.

Physical and controllable substances are not distinguished in the substance def-
inition syntax, because the distinction is more a matter of intent than formal defini-
tion. A physical substance definition can be thought of as a description of properties
and behaviors that are consequences of the physical nature of components and are
thus relatively fixed; they are analogous to hardware. In contrast, a controllable
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substance has properties that are programmable in some way appropriate to its con-
stituent active components (agents). It is by programming these components that
the goals of an artificial morphogenetic program are achieved, and thus controllable
substances are more akin to software.

By way of example, we might have a physical substance representing agents
with certain physical characteristics (size, mass, etc.), including the ability to exert
motive force on the surrounding fluid medium. The physical substance reflects the
agents’ hardware, which might include its sensors and actuators, including motive
devices. Given the motive forces exerted by the agents, we would know the flux of
the physical substance, but we might want these forces to be programmable. That is,
the control processes that make use of the sensors and actuators would be software
that can be changed independently of the hardware, Moreover, we might have several
different classes of agents that use the same hardware but different control programs.
In such a case, we could define various controllable substances to be subclasses of
this physical substance, so that the different controllable substances could define
different control programs for this motive force (e.g., chemotaxis).

1.3.4 Bodies
Substance definitions specify the properties and behaviors of abstract classes of sim-
ilar active and passive components, but they do not define any specific swarms or
masses of these components. Therefore, a specific artificial morphogenesis system
comprises a number of bodies, each composed of a massive swarm or ensemble of
components of the same type (substance). (This is analogous to instantiating an ob-
ject as a member of a class in object-oriented programming.) In our approach, a body
is treated as a continuum of infinitesimal components (material points). Depending
on the properties and behavior of the substance, a body might have the characteris-
tics of a fluid, a rigid solid, a viscoelastic mass, or a field (such as an electrical field),
and we may refer to them as tissues, bodies, fluids, fields, etc. A morphogenetic pro-
cess is initialized by preparing one or more bodies in simple configurations, which
then self-organize into the desired complex structures. In addition to initial masses
or swarms, bodies may include fixed sources and sinks for components.

A body is defined by a declaration that determines the initial values of its prop-
erties over a specific region of space. For example, the following defines a cubical
body with a spherical concentration of morphogen in the center:

body Attractant of morphogen:
for |ppp · xxx| ≤ 1∧|ppp · yyy| ≤ 1∧|ppp · zzz| ≤ 1:

jjj = 0 ‖ initial zero flux
µµµ = 0 ‖ drift vector
DDD = 0.05III ‖ isotropic diffusion

for ‖ppp‖ ≤ 0.001: φ = 1 ‖ initial density inside sphere
for ‖ppp‖> 0.001: φ = 0 ‖ zero density outside sphere
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Such definitions determine initial conditions; as the morphogenetic process pro-
gresses, a body may change its shape or move. Since bodies may be liquids, gasses,
or fields as well as solids, several bodies may occupy the same region of space.

If substances have properties with the same name, then we can qualify the prop-
erty with the name of the body, as is done in object-oriented languages. For example,
‘Attractant. jjj’ refers to the flux of the Attractant body.

1.4 Examples

In this section we discuss two examples of artificial morphogenesis, presenting the
morphogenetic programs and simulation results.

1.4.1 Fiber bundle routing
In this section we show how an algorithm for controlling a swarm of discrete agents
can be scaled to control a spatially continuous swarm.

1.4.1.1 The U-machine
The U-machine, which is named for the mathematician Pavel Urysohn (1898–1924),
is a machine model capable of massively parallel generalized computation, including
both analog and digital computation [29]. It intended as an architecture exploiting
large numbers of nanoscale computational elements. Configuring a U-machine for
specific computations involves routing bundles comprising many fibers from one re-
gion in a hemispherical shell to others, somewhat analogous to axonal (nerve fiber)
bundles within the brain. Due to the small scale of the structures and the large num-
ber of fibers in a bundle, the process has to be self-organized except for the selection
of the origin and destination regions.

1.4.1.2 Modified flocking algorithm
To implement fiber bundle routing, we have developed the algorithm in three stages.
In the first stage, each fiber bundle is treated as a single path from a chosen origin
to a chosen destination. An attractant diffuses from the destination and a repellent
diffuses from already created pathways. The assembler, which is analogous to a
‘neural growth cone’, emerges from the origin and follows up the gradient of the
difference of the attractant and repellent, creating the neural pathway as it goes. In
this way it creates a pathway to the destination without colliding with other pathways
(see Figure 1.1). The exact algorithm is described in References [12, 15].

For the second stage, we use a modified bird flocking algorithm [30, 31]. Each
growth cone is subject to a number of weighted ‘urges’, including

1. a destination urge (wduuud), which is directed up the attractant gradient
2. an avoidance urge (wauuua) to avoid already generated bundles
3. a velocity urge (wvuuuv) to match the average velocity of nearby agents
4. a spacing urge (wsuuus) to avoid collisions with nearby agents
5. a center urge (wcuuuc) to steer toward the centroid of nearby agents and keep the

group cohesive
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Figure 1.1 Simulation of nerve fiber growth by single agents. 40 paths between
randomly chosen origins (red) and destinations (green) on the back five
surfaces of a cube. In this simulation, there were five collisions
(marked by larger orange spheres).

6. a random wander urge (wwuuuw) to break deadlocks and keep agents from getting
stuck.

An agent’s acceleration, then, is the sum of these six weighted urges:

aaa = wduuud +wauuua +wvuuuv +wsuuus +wcuuuc +wwuuuw

Figure 1.2 shows a typical simulation of this algorithm with a swarm of 5 000
agents creating six bundles, each comprising 5 000 fibers, between randomly chosen
origins and destinations. (The space itself becomes too crowded for much larger
numbers of bundles.) Significantly, the same parameters are effective in controlling
swarms of from 5 to 5 000 assemblers, that is, the algorithm scales over three orders
of magnitude. To date we have performed simulations with up to 20 000 assemblers
in a swarm and the same parameters, and these swarms perform correctly. The model
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Figure 1.2 Simulation of fiber bundle routing. Six paths (colored arbitrarily for
clarity) are created sequentially between randomly chosen origins on
the lower surface and randomly chosen destinations on the upper
surface, Each path is created by a cohort of 5 000 agents, which
together create a bundle of 5 000 fibers. Notice how the orange bundle
had to split to find its way past the yellow bundle. As a result, several
agents lost there way (one can be viewed near the righthand surface).
Small spheres on the upper surface indicate incorrect connections; in
this example, there were 162 incorrect out of 30 000 (99.5 per cent
correct).

is implemented in NetLogo 6.0 and was adapted from a flocking model by Wilensky
[32, 33].

1.4.1.3 Continuous version
The third stage in the algorithm development, which ensures that it scales to an ar-
bitrarily large number of agents, is to express it in PDEs. In this case, we take the
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Figure 1.3 Normalized attractant gradient. The attractant is diffusing from the
destination at the center top and being absorbed by the seven obstacles
shown as black circles. A color code shows the (quantized) direction of
the normalized gradient: red = 0◦ (North), orange = 30◦, yellow =
60◦, green = 90◦, blue = −90◦, purple = −60◦, etc.

behavior of the agents in the modified flocking algorithm and transfer it to infinitesi-
mal particles representing small parcels of agents; that is, we approximate a massive
agent swarm by a continuous mass of agents. This is, in effect, a continuous flocking
algorithm, such as explored in References [34, 35, 36].

In the first stage of algorithm development, we avoided already constructed
paths by means of a repellent morphogen. Growth cones followed the gradient of the
difference between the attractant, which diffused very rapidly and decayed slowly,
and the repellent, which diffused very slowly and decayed rapidly (thus allowing
the agents to skirt existing paths while approaching the goal). In the second stage
of algorithm development, we computed the avoidance urge by summing individual
avoidance vectors from points within a certain radius containing repellent above a
threshold. In this third stage, we use a simpler and more effective method, which
accomplishes the same end by having existing paths quickly degrade or absorb the
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attractant, so they are effectively attractant sinks. Since the attractant decreases in
absolute concentration with distance from the destination, a repellent diffusing from
obstacles near the destination would have less of an effect on the effective gradient
(the gradient of attractant minus repellent) than would obstacles further away from
the destination. Therefore it is impossible to find an appropriate balance between the
attractant and repellent on the gradient. On the other hand, by having the obstacles
absorb attractant, they have the same relative effect on the gradient independent of
their distance from the destination. See Figure 1.3.

Let G be a three-dimensional field representing the concentration of goal (des-
tination) material, which is a source of attractant A, which diffuses with diffusion
constant DA and decays at a rate given by the time constant τA. The goal region pro-
duces attractant at a rate κG and saturates at A = 1. In addition, let P represent the
three-dimensional concentration of path material, which absorbs the attractant with
time constant τP. Then the concentration of the attractant is given by the PDE:

–DA = DA∇
2A+κGG(1−A)−A/τA−PA/τP

We want the particles to steer up the attractant gradient ∇A, which will lead it
to the goal and also avoid existing paths. This gradient will be stronger near the goal
and weaken with increasing distance, and so the algorithm will be more robust if
the direction of movement is given by the gradient but rate of movement is constant
(κC). Thus, one component of swarm velocity is the versor ∇A/‖∇A‖, but we must
beware of a zero gradient; more realistically, we want to ignore very weak gradients,
which might be noise. Therefore, let S = ‖∇A‖ be the strength of the gradient, and
θ be the threshold below which the gradient is ignored. Then the first term of the
swarm velocity is κC[S > θ ](∇A)/S.

The second term serves a function similar to the velocity, spacing and center
urges in the flocking algorithm: to keep the swarm cohesive and avoid collisions. In
the continuous case, we define a potential function U on the swarm concentration
(number density) C that is minimal at the optimal swarm concentration. Mathemat-
ically, this may defined by a function such as U(C) = (C−C0)

2, where C0 is the
desired swarm density. One way to implement such a potential function is for the
agents to emit a slowly diffusing, quickly decaying morphogen c, which then be-
comes a surrogate for the density C. In such a case, in addition to steering up the
attractant gradient, the swarm should steer down the U(C) gradient in order to main-
tain an optimal density, which is indicated by cupb > c> clwb. Alternatively we might
define

U(c) = (u(clwb− c)+ [c− cupb]
+)(u(c− cupb)+ [clwb− c]+)

which is zero in the allowed range of morphogen concentrations and increases lin-
early outside of it. We can assemble these considerations into behavioral equations
for the swarm velocity, using a parameter λ to control the relative influence of the
attractant and density:

W = A−λU(C)

S = ‖∇W‖
vvv = [S > θ ](∇W )/S
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Figure 1.4 Simulation of fiber bundle routing by continuous flocking. Origin is at
top, destination at bottom, obstacles shown in red. Blue color represent
attractant concentration (lighter for higher concentrations). The
swarm finds its was around obstacles (red) representing previously
assembled bundles.

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 shows a two-dimensional simulation of the continuous flock-
ing applied to coordinating an agent swarm to create a massive fiber bundle. The
quadratic potential function is used to control swarm density and cohesion.

1.4.2 Clock and wavefront process
Our goal is to develop morphogenetic programs—often inspired by embryological
morphogenesis—that can be used to coordinate the activity of very large swarms
of agents to assemble complex structures. Therefore, we have been exploring how
controllable morphogenetic processes in nature can be exploited in artificial morpho-
genesis to serve similar functions to what they serve in nature, but also for different
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Figure 1.5 Simulation of fiber bundle routing by continuous flocking. The large
number of obstacles and small passages between them cause the
swarm to divide into multiple streams.

purposes. In particular, the clock-and-wavefront process controls somitogenesis in
embryos: the segmentation of the spinal precursor into somites, the number and size
of which is characteristic of the species (for example, the 33 vertebrae of human
beings) [37, 38]. The sequence of segments defines a kind of endogenous reference
frame for later developmental processes (e.g., determining the location of the limbs
and internal organs).

We have applied this process to a sample problem in artificial morphogenesis:
the assembly of a frame that might be the basis for an insect-like robot. The frame
has a sort of spine for which we expect to be able to specify the size and number
of segments; this application of the clock-and-wavefront process is similar to its
function in vertebrate development. We also want our robot frame to have a pair
of segmented legs on each spinal segment, and we want to be able to control the
position of the legs on each segment and to specify the number and size of the leg
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segments. This application is a redeployment of the clock-and-wavefront process,
which is not involved in the segmentation of insect legs. We will summarize recent
experiments simulating the application of the clock-and-wavefront process to the
assembly of this robot frame; prior experiments and more detailed information can
be found in References [11, 12, 13, 15].

1.4.2.1 Biological model
In vertebrate development, the clock-and-wavefront process operates through the in-
teraction of three morphogens (chemicals controlling development). The embryo
grows in length through cell proliferation at the tail end, and the somites differen-
tiate one at a time in order from the head end. A caudal morphogen diffuses from
the tail end, and a rostral morphogen diffuses from already differentiated somites to-
ward the head end. The next somite will differentiate in a region sufficiently far from
both the tail bud and the differentiated somites, as determined by relatively low con-
centrations of these two morphogens. However, differentiation does not take place
until a segmentation signal propagates forward from the tail bud. Pacemaker cells in
the tail bud produce periodic pulses of a segmentation morphogen, which stimulate
nearby cells to produce a pulse of this morphogen and then enter a refractory period.
The consequence is that a wave of segmentation morphogen propagates through the
cells toward the head of the embryo. When this wave passes through the cells that
are ready for differentiation (as indicated by rostral and caudal morphogens), they
differentiate, forming the next somite. The number of segments is determined by the
product of the pacemaker frequency and the growth duration; the length of the seg-
ments is determined by the ratio of the tail growth rate and the pacemaker frequency.

1.4.2.2 Spine assembly
To apply artificial morphogenesis to the assembly of the robot frame, we define the
required substances and the initial states of the bodies. The primary substance is
‘medium’, which represents the mass of agents and constitutes the body of the robot;
at any point in space, M is the concentration of ‘medium’ agents. In addition to
its undifferentiated state, ‘medium’ may be in two major states of differentiation.
The first is as ‘terminal’ tissue, which corresponds to the tail bud; the variable T is
the relative concentration (number density) of terminal agents, so T = 1 (maximum
density) in the tail region and T = 0 elsewhere. The terminal agents are responsi-
ble for the growth of the structure and the periodic emission of the segmentation
morphogen. The remainder of the agents constituting the structure also belong to the
‘medium’ substance and can be in either of two states, undifferentiated tissue (S≈ 0)
or differentiated segment tissue (S≈ 1).

The structure grows through the creation of M tissue just anterior to the T tail
tissue. In an embryo, this is the consequence of cell proliferation, and if the agents
in artificial morphogenesis are living cells and capable of reproduction, undifferen-
tiated tissue could grow in the same way. If the agents are microrobots and inca-
pable of reproduction, then undifferentiated agents must be provided externally and
migrate to the growth site anterior to the tail tissue (attracted, for example, by the
caudal morphogen). To cover both possibilities, our current simulation has the new
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Figure 1.6 Concentrations of rostral and caudal morphogens during spinal
segmentation. Green color represents rostral morphogen emitted from
nine already differentiated segments. Blue color represents caudal
morphogen emitted from tail tissue.

undifferentiated tissue simply appear behind the tail tissue as it moves in a caudal
direction; it doesn’t model how the new tissue gets there.

The initial preparation for the morphogenetic processes is a cylinder of already
differentiated somite tissue (the ‘head’) contiguous with a cylinder of terminal tissue.
Assuming the spinal axis is oriented along the X-axis, the following body declara-
tions define the preparation:

body Spine of medium:
for 0≤ ppp · xxx≤ 2∧ (ppp · yyy)2 +(ppp · zzz)2 ≤ 1: M = 1 ‖ initial medium tissue

body Head of medium:
for 0≤ ppp · xxx≤ 1∧ (ppp · yyy)2 +(ppp · zzz)2 ≤ 1:

S = 1 ‖ initial head somite
T = 0 ‖ no tail agents

body Tail of terminal:
for 1≤ ppp · xxx≤ 2∧ (ppp · yyy)2 +(ppp · zzz)2 ≤ 1:

T = 1 ‖ initial tail bud
S = 0 ‖ no segmented tissue

The caudal morphogen C is produced in the tail bud, from which it diffuses and
decays at rates defined in its physical substance definition, which is omitted here, but
has this behavioral equation:

–DC = DC∇
2C−C/τC (1.1)

Notice that there is no source term, since it is provided in the definition of the control-
lable substance ‘terminal’, which includes this incremental extension of the previous
equation (Eq. 1.1):

–DC += κCT (1−C)

This is the missing source term, which describes how terminal tissue (T ≈ 1) pro-
duces caudal morphogen up to saturation (C = 1).
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Similarly, the rostral morphogen R is produced from differentiated somites (ini-
tially, just the head), from which it diffuses and decays, as defined by the physical
behavioral equation:

–DR = DR∇
2R−R/τR (1.2)

The definition of the controllable substance ‘medium’ provides an incremental ex-
tension to Equation 1.2, which describes the production of rostral morphogen from
differentiated somites (S≈ 1):

–DR += κRS(1−R)

Hence differentiated segments produce rostral morphogen up to saturation (R = 1).
Figure 1.6 shows a two-dimensional simulation of the concentrations of the R and C
morphogens after eight segments have differentiated.

A pulse of segmentation morphogen α is produced under either of two condi-
tions (details can be found in References [13, 15]): (1) Growth has not been com-
pleted, and the pacemaker is in the correct phase; this condition is indicated by the
control variable ψ = 1. (2) The agent senses the local concentration of α to be above
a threshold and the agent is not in its refractory period; this condition is indicated
by the control variable φ = 1. The generation and propagation of the segmentation
morphogen is defined:

–Dα = κψ ψ(1−α)+κφ φ(1−α)+Dα ∇
2
α−α/τα

Since the control variables in the first two terms are only briefly nonzero, they pro-
vide a pulse of morphogen, which then diffuses and decays. For clarity, we have
written –Dα as a single PDE, but it is better broken into three parts. The last two
terms are part of the definition of the physical substance ‘segmentation morphogen’
and describe its diffusion and decay:

–Dα = Dα ∇
2
α−α/τα

The ψ and φ terms are better provided as incremental extensions in the definitions
of the ‘terminal’ and ‘medium’ substances, respectively. In other words, these con-
trollable substances have the capability of emitting α .

Therefore, the behavior of the ‘terminal’ substance includes these extensions,
which control its production of the segmentation morphogen:

ψ = [G > ϑG∧K > ϑK ]T
–Dα += κψ ψ(1−α)

The pulse ψ is emitted by terminal tissue (T > 0) when the pacemaker cells are in
a certain phase (indicated by K > ϑK) so long as growth continues (indicated by
G > ϑG). This is implemented by an oscillator such as the following (in which ω is
the pacemaker frequency):

–DK = −ω
2L

–DL = [G > ϑG]K
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Figure 1.7 Simulation of spinal segmentation. This shows a stage in the process in
which eight new segments have differentiated (indicated by tan color),
and a ninth segment is in the process of differentiation. The first
(left-most) or head segment is initialized; the other nine are
differentiating through the clock-and-wavefront process. Green color
represents the rostral R morphogen emitted by differentiated segments,
and blue represent the caudal C morphogen emitted by terminal or tail
tissue (not shown). The red lines represent the waves of the α

segmentation morphogen, which propagate from the tail to the head.
The rightmost is differentiating the tenth segment as it passes through
undifferentiated tissue; three previous waves are visible passing
through already differentiated tissue.

The growth duration is controlled typically by the exponential decay of the growth
timer G:

–DG =−G/tG

where for convenience we initialize G = 1 and set ϑG = 1/e. The number of seg-
ments n is determined by the product of the frequency (in cycles per unit time) and
growth duration tG, specifically, n = tGω/2π . The length of the segments λS is
determined by the ratio of the growth rate r to the clock frequency, specifically,
λS = 2πr/ω .

The other source of segmentation morphogen is the ‘medium’ substance, which
includes this behavior:

φ = [α > ϑα ∧ρ < ϑρ ]M
–Dα += κφ φ(1−α)

The variable φ represents the density of ‘medium’ tissue with local morphogen con-
centration above threshold (α > ϑα ) but not in a refractory state (ρ < ϑρ ). The
refractory state ensures that the segmentation signal propagates in a single direction;
the refractory period is initialized and timed by the following equation:

–Dρ = φ −ρ/τρ

which is also part of the definition of ‘medium’.
Differentiation of the medium into somite tissue (S ≈ 1) takes place when a

sufficiently strong segmentation morphogen wave passes through a region where the
rostral and caudal morphogens are below certain thresholds:

–DS = κSS(1−S)+ [α > αlwb∧R < Rupb∧C <Cupb]cς (1−S)
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Figure 1.8 Anterior and posterior tissue during spine and leg growth. Lime color
represents anterior segment tissue (A≈ 1) and cyan color represents
posterior segment tissue (P≈ 1). (Within the legs, anterior and
posterior mean proximal and distal, respectively.) Violet color
represents terminal tissue (T ≈ 1), that is, the ‘tail’ and the ‘feet’;
yellow represents undifferentiated, intersegmental tissue.

If α is above its threshold, and R and C are below their thresholds, then a differenti-
ation trigger cς (a constant) precipitates self-reinforcing differentiation, which goes
to saturation [S(1− S)]. A two-dimensional simulation of this process is shown in
Figure 1.7.

1.4.2.3 Leg assembly
The second phase of the assembly process is to grow a pair of segmented legs on
each spinal segment. To this end, we want to control the position of the legs along
the spinal segment, which requires us to differentiate the anterior and posterior ends
of each segment. Anterior segment tissue will be indicated by a differentiation state
A = 1, and posterior segment tissues will be indicated by P = 1 (see Figure 1.8). An-
terior tissue develops when a sufficiently strong segmentation wave passes through
differentiated segment tissue, and the rostral morphogen is in a particular range:

–DA = κASA(1−A)+ [0.5Rupb > R > 0.25Rupb∧α > αlwb]cA−A/τA

Similarly, caudal tissue develops when a sufficiently strong segmentation wave passes
through differentiated segment tissue, and the caudal morphogen is in a particular
range.

–DP = κPSP(1−P)+ [0.95Cupb >C > 0.8Cupb∧α > αlwb]cP−P/τP

The anterior and posterior tissues each emit morphogens (a and p respectively),
which diffuse from these tissues and provide a reference frame for determining dis-
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Figure 1.9 Morphogens involved in leg placement and formation. Orange color
represents the ‘a’ morphogen, which marks the anterior (rostral) ends
of spinal segments, and turquoise color represents the ‘p’ morphogen,
which marks the posterior (caudal) ends. White lines represent
imaginal disks. Red color represent the α segmentation morphogen,
which is propagating both in the spine and the legs.

tance along the segment. Their defining equations are

–Da = [A > ϑA]κaS(1−a)+Da∇
2a−a/τa (1.3)

–Dp = [P > ϑP]κpS(1− p)+Dp∇
2 p− p/τp (1.4)

The bracketed conditionals ensure that the morphogens are emitted only when the
fraction of differentiated anterior and posterior tissue is above specified thresholds
(ϑA,ϑP).

In insect embryological development, legs form out of groups of cells called
imaginal disks. Similarly, we will select a group of agents to form an imaginal disk
on which a new leg will be assembled. Agents differentiate into the imaginal state
(I = 1) when the anterior and posterior morphogens are in the appropriate range to
place the disk where desired, and the agents are on the surface (indicated by a control
variable E = 1):

–DI = [aupb > a > alwb∧ pupb > p > plwb]ES(1− I) (1.5)

(Specific means for accomplishing this are described in References [12, 13, 15].)
Figure 1.9 illustrates the use of the a and p morphogens in the placement of the
imaginal disks. The rapid differentiation of the imaginal disk agents into the I
state (signaled by –DI > ϑ–DI) causes them to orient outward (i.e., down the gradient
∇S) and to enter the terminal (T = 1) state. Now each imaginal disk is in the initial
state for the clock-and-wavefront process (proximal S = 1, distal T = 1); the S and T
agents begin emitting the R and C morphogens, respectively, and the T agents begin
assembling new undifferentiated ‘medium’ tissue and producing periodic pulses of
α . Therefore the segmented legs grow just as the spine did (see Figures 1.10 and
1.11).
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Figure 1.10 Assembly of legs. Tan color represents differentiated segments, blue is
C morphogen, and green is R morphogen. Several pulses of α

segmentation morphogen (red) are visible in the legs. There are
irregularities in the leg formation, in part because the simulation
space is too narrow and the growing legs have reached the edges of
the simulation space.

Figure 1.11 Assembly of legs. The first three segments of the first two pairs of legs
have formed, and the fourth segments are developing. Blue and green
colors represents caudal (C) and rostral (R) morphogens,
respectively, but in the case of legs they represent the distal and
proximal orientations. The angled leg joints are a result of a greater
concentration of R in the rostral direction.

The ‘terminal’ agents in the imaginal disks can have a different growth duration
and pacemaker frequency than those in the the tail bud, so the number and length of
the leg segments is independent of the number and length of spinal segments. (The
number of leg segments is tAωA/2π , where tA is the duration of leg growth and ωA
is the leg pacemaker frequency; the length of the leg segments is 2πr/ωA, where r
is the growth rate.)
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There are some differences between the processes in the spine and legs, since
otherwise the leg segments would form imaginal disks of their own, and little ‘leglets’
would grow out of the legs. There are various ways to prevent formation of imaginal
disks, but perhaps the simplest is to suppress emission of the anterior and poste-
rior morphogens a and p in leg tissue. Since imaginal disks form only when these
morphogens are in appropriate ranges (Eq. 1.5), the disks will not form in the ab-
sence of the morphogens. The a and p morphogens are produced at rates κa and κp
respectively (Eqs. 1.3, 1.4), and so these rates are set to zero in the imaginal disks:

–Dκa = −κaI/τI

–Dκp = −κpI/τI

In addition, terminal tissue has to copy these rates into newly assembled ‘medium’
tissue, so that the tissue that grows out of the imaginal disks inherits the zero rates.

1.5 Conclusions

Creating complex hierarchical structures that are organized from the microscale up
to the macroscale will be facilitated by coordinating massive swarms of microscopic
agents to assemble themselves or passive components into definite shapes. One
promising approach is artificial morphogenesis, which adapts morphogenetic pro-
cesses in embryological development that coordinate the movement, assembly, and
differentiation of billions of cells into a living organism. This requires the devel-
opment of swarm intelligence algorithms that will scale up to unlimited numbers
of microscopic components (active assemblers and passive elements). We accom-
plish this objective by going to the continuum limit, that is, by treating swarms as
though composed of an infinite number of infinitesimal components. The mathemat-
ical framework for this is continuum mechanics, which has been used to describe
the behavior of fluids, solids, and viscoelastic materials in embryological develop-
ment. To this end we have designed an artificial morphogenesis oriented program-
ming notation, which uses partial differential equations to describe the coordination
of massive swarms of active and passive components. Swarm types with common
properties and behaviors are organized into substances and continuous bodies, which
are analogous to classes and objects, respectively, in object oriented programming
languages.

We illustrated artificial morphogenesis with simulations of two different pro-
cesses. In the first we showed how to coordinate large swarms of assemblers to route
bundles of many fibers between chosen origins and destinations; such a procedure
might be used to establish massive connection pathways in a neuromorphic com-
puter architecture. This algorithm was developed in stages from a single assembler,
to swarms of thousands of assemblers and culminating in continuous swarms of as-
semblers. The second example showed how a natural morphogenetic process, the
clock-and-wavefront model of spinal morphogenesis, could be applied to an artifi-
cial morphogenesis problem: the swarm construction of an insect-like frame with a
segmented spine and a pair of segmented legs on each spine segment.
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The foregoing are first steps in the development of a morphogenetic program-
ming approach to the coordination of massive swarms of microscopic agents (micro-
robots or genetically engineered microorganisms). In addition to the development of
conceptual, programming, and simulation tools, ongoing research is investigating the
adoption of natural developmental processes to the creation of complex hierarchical
structures.
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